Redundancy Allocation Problem (RAP) is one of the most practical problems in the reliability area. Many assumptions have been added to RAP in recent years. The aim was to better represent real-world problems with RAP. One of these assumptions is considering weighted-k-out-of-n sub-systems. This method has been used to model various systems like power and hydro transitions systems. In this paper, we present a new multi-objective RAP (MORAP) model for optimizing the reliability and cost of the weighted-k-out-of-n parallel systems. In our model, the sub-systems are considered as weighted-k-out-of-n. Also, we use the universal generating function and adapt this technique to obtain an exact formula to calculate each sub-system reliability. Since RAP belongs to NPhard class of problems, we decided to employ the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm and non-dominated ranked genetic algorithm. Several criteria were used to compare the result of these two algorithms.
Introduction
In recent decades, researchers have employed several different optimization methods based on reliability to gain maximum safety and product durability for different systems with different structures. Reliability refers to the probability that a component, instrument, or system must work properly based on defined conditions. Systems may have different structures such as series, parallel, series-parallel, k-out-of-n, weighted-k-out-of-n, complex, and so on. A k-out-of-n: G system is a system with n components that works if at least its k components work correctly. If k ¼ 1, then the system is a series system, and if k ¼ n, the system is a parallel one. A weighted-k-out-of-n system is a system with n independent components, and each component has a positive coefficient weight w i . The weight coefficient of the components is the utility of the components, and the total weight (utility) of the system is obtained by
w i . The system works when the sum of component weights are equal to or greater than k. The parameter k can be greater than n because k is referred to as weight. A k-out-of-n: G system is a specific type of weighted-k-out-of-n that the weight of all components is equal to 1. Natvig et al. [1] were the first researchers who worked on the multi-state system's availability. Ushakov [2, 3] optimized a cold-standby system using Universal Generation Function (UGF). Pham presented an optimal design for k-out-of-n systems and then extended it to k-out-of-n sub-systems [4, 5] . Levitin and Lisnianski [6] presented an optimization model for series-parallel systems. They worked on a multi-state Redundancy Allocation Problem (RAP) with the levels of components defined based on the cost and performance of components and used the Genetic Algorithm (GA) to optimize the system. To evaluate the system reliability, Wu and Chen [7] worked on a binary-weighted-k-out-of-n system and in 1994presented a recursive algorithm. Higashiyama [8, 9] presented a new method for a weighted-k-out-of-n system that had fewer steps than Wu and Chen algorithm, but the calculation time and space of both algorithms were approximately equal.
Arulmozhi [9] presented a faster and more efficient algorithm for evaluating the reliability of a k-out-of-n system. Ramirez and Coit [10] presented a heuristic algorithm for solving multi-state series-parallel RAP. The objective function of the problem was to minimize the total system costs. Zuo and Tian [11] presented a new algorithm for evaluating the reliability of a k-out-of-n system that was more flexible than Huang's algorithm [12] . They also compared the optimizing efficiency of GA and Tabu Search (TS) for binary-weighted-k-out-of-n systems using Universal Generating Function (UGF). Their conclusions showed that TS is better than GA. Li and Zuo [13, 14] worked on a multi-state weighted-k-out-of-n using UGF and recursive methods. The UGF method was better for small-and medium-scale problems that the components were less than 15.
Ebrahimpur and Shabani [15] optimized a series-parallel system with multi-state weighted-k-out-of-n sub-systems by the ant colony algorithm. They first calculated the reliability of sub-systems using the recursive method and then used a Universal Moment Generating Function (UMGF) for calculating the system reliability. Ebrahimpur and Sheikhalishahi [16] presented two fuzzy mathematical methods for optimizing the availability of multi-state weighted-k-out-of-n systems. In their mathematical model, the weight of the components was considered fuzzy weights.
Levitin [17] calculated the reliability of a common bus performance sharing the multi-state system. In their presented model, the exceeded surplus performance of a unit was allowed to transmit to other units. He presented a UGF based algorithm to evaluate the system reliability. Xiao and Peng [18] optimized the allocation and maintenance of a common bus performance sharing for a multi-state element in series-parallel systems. They also considered that the exceeded surplus performance of a unit might be transmitted to other units. Yu et al. [19] proposed an instantaneous availability model for common bus performance sharing repairable multi-state system.
Faghih-Roohi et al. [20] developed a multi-state weighted-k-out-of-n system and presented the optimal component design. They optimized the availability and capacity of the components using GA. Khorshidi et al. [21] used a value-driven approach and optimized a multi-state weighted-k-out-of-n system reliability-RAP. They used GA to solve the presented problem. Levitin et al. [22] optimized the redundancy of a series-parallel phased mission system exposed to random shocks. In their model, the shocks affected all the element's failure rate (increasingly) and modeled by the Poisson process.
Song et al. [23] made a tradeoff between the cost and reliability value for a k-out-of-n: G (F) majority voter to pursue the most desirable design and discussed the relationship between the cost and corresponding component parameters. They proposed a new evaluation standard for the most cost-effective design and then presented the optimal designs under different standards.
Franko et al. [24] defined optimal system configurations caused by minimizing the overall system costs in a weighted k-out-of-n: G system consisting of two-component types. Zhang [25] optimized the active redundant components and generalized some known policies for weighted k-out-of-n systems. Meenkashi and Singh [26] used Markov stochastic process and analyzed the reliability of the multi-state complex system with multi-state weighted sub-systems and. Table 1 shows a list of recent studies on the reliability field, and at the end of this table, our present work is highlighted.
In this paper, we explore a multi-objective multi-state weighted-kout-of-n system. Our objectives are maximizing the system availability and minimizing the system costs. Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) and Non-Dominated Ranked Genetic Algorithm (NRGA) were used to optimize the system. This paper is composed of five sections. In Section 2, we present the UGF method and its mathematical basis. The third section deals with the mathematical model. The NSGA-II and NRGA algorithms are presented in Section 4. A numerical example is presented in Section 5 to compare the performance of two methods, and the final part is devoted to the conclusion and further studies.
Materials
Ushakov presented the basis of this method in 1980. Then he presented the UGF in 1986 [2, 3] . After 1980, this method has been widely used in availability problems. Lisnianski et al. [38] used this method for solving the multi-state RAP in 1994, and after that, so many studies have been made using this methodology.
2.1. Reliability evaluation of a weighed-k-out-of-n system UGF method uses the system operation states and its corresponding probabilities. Consider a system with n multi-state components. Also, consider the j th component has m j different working states with corresponding performance levels. The performance level set of this component is shown in the g j set as follows:
and UGF of the j th component is presented as follows:
In Eq. (2), p ji is the correspondence probability of g ji . According to Eq. (1), all possible combinations for system performance levels are defined as follows:
and the maximum possible system states are:
The set of system performance levels is shown as follows:
So, for the UGF system, we use the operator Ω φ as follows: 
Now assume a system with s independent sub-systems. For each subsystem, if w j is the weight of j th component, the UGF of this component is calculated as follows:
If the i th sub-system has n i parallel components; the UGF of this subsystem is calculated using Eq. (12) as follows:
In Eq. (8) p j is the probability that sub-system is in state j and P
is the system performance in the statej. Assume that after calculating Eq. (8), we realized that sub-system i has only m i stated with a corresponding weight g i . Thus, we can show the UGF function for this sub-system as follows:
For calculating the reliability of the j th weighted-k-out-of-n sub-system, we have:
In Eq. (10), αðxÞ works as follows:
Model
In this section, we present our mathematical model. The evaluated system is a system with serial sub-systems. The sub-systems are k-out-ofn, and the components in each sub-system have weight. In each subsystem, different types of components are available. The components are non-repairable with Constant Failure Rate (CFR). The objectives of this model are determining the type and the number of components in each sub-system. Initially, the model assumptions and parameters are presented, and then the mathematical model is analyzed for simplicity and transparency.
Model assumptions
The model assumptions are as follows:
All the sub-systems are weighted-k-out-of-n, The sub-systems are serial, All the failure rates, component costs and weight, and other system parameters are constant, All components may have only two states: working and failed, The components are non-repairable, The components failure does not affect the overall status of the system, The components have CFRs.
Mathematical model
The general mathematical model is as follows:
Max : Rðn; tÞ (12) Min :
s:t :
Eq. (12) demonstrates the system reliability. In this equation, Rðn; tÞ is the system's reliability at time t. Eq. (13) is the model's second objective function, which aims to minimize the system's cost. In this equation (15) is an upper limit for allocating redundant components to each subsystem (n Max;j Þ. The reliability calculations of a weighted-k-out-of-n system were presented in Section 2. After determining the reliability of each sub-system, the reliability of the whole system can be calculated using Eq. (16) .
In Eq. (16), r i ðt; k i Þ is the reliability of sub-system i at the time t with the minimum utility of k i :
Methods
For solving a model with more than one inconsistent objective, multiobjective optimization methods are used. The results of this type of problem are not a single solution. In this situation, a set of solutions is available, called Pareto solutions. In these problems, the results are multiple and diverse.
In this paper, two GA-based algorithms, NSGA-II and NRGA, are used to obtain the result of the presented model.
NSGA-II algorithm
One of the most famous and efficient multi-objective optimization meta-heuristic algorithms is NSGA-II. Deb et al. [39] presented this very efficient algorithm. It considers the rank of each solution and the distance of the solutions at the same time. In this method, non-dominated solutions are classified and ranked, and the best-ranked solutions are selected.
The operators of this algorithm are as follows.
Initializations
The population size (Pop size), crossover operator probability (p c Þ, mutation operator probability (p m Þ, and the stop criterion is the initial information of the algorithm. In this paper, population size is created randomly. Crossover operator probability is 0:65 p c 0:85, and mutation operator probability is 0:05 p m 0:20.
Chromosome
Each solution chromosome is considered as a s Â m matrix, where s is the number is sub-systems, and m is the number of components types. The matrix elements are integer numbers. Fig. 1 presents the chromosome structure of a system with 14 sub-systems and four different types of components.
Chromosome evaluation
After producing a chromosome, a fitness value must be allocated to the chromosome. One of the most important things in using a genetic algorithm for a problem is how the algorithm faces the constraints. The genetic algorithm operators may cause the infeasible solution. In this paper, the repairing strategy has been used to change an infeasible solution to a feasible one.
Next-generation creation
For the creation of the next generation, two different operators, mutation and crossover, have been used. 4.1.4.1. Mutation. The simplest operation for the next created generation is the mutation. The mutation probability for each gene is p m . For mutation of a chromosome, an element of chromosome matrix is selected randomly, and the value of that element is changed. If the value is not equal to zero, it is changed to zero, and if the value is zero, a random integer number between 1 and Minðn Max ; m Max Þ is allocated to this element. The mutation operator is illustrated in Fig. 2. 4.1.4.2. Crossover. The second method for changing a chromosome is the crossover. In this operator, every two parents make two offspring. Some different crossover operators are available. In this paper, a singlepoint crossover has been used. In this kind of crossover operator, one of the parent's matrix array is randomly selected, and the matrix is divided into two parts, then the first part of the first parent is replaced by the first part of the second parent. Fig. 3 illustrates the crossover operator when the third array of each parent is randomly selected for crossover.
Selection based on the rapid ordering of non-dominant and congestion distance
Now, the parents, the offspring, and the new chromosomes produced through mutation operators are combined. Therefore, we have a population less than twice of the primary population. So, an ordering method of non-dominant is used to categorize the population. In this method, a common comparison between the members of the offspring and the parents are made. Then different non-dominants queues based on the priority have been formed and filled one by one. The filling of the queues is started with the best non-dominant queue and continued until the population of the next generation is completed. The remaining population is then disposed of.
The stop criterion of the algorithm is a constant number of generations.
Non-dominated ranked genetic algorithms (NRGA)
This algorithm is presented for the first time in 2008 by Al Jaddan et al. [40] for optimizing non-convex, nonlinear, and discrete functions. They expand a new approach combining the ranked based roulette wheel selection and population ranking algorithm based on Pareto, called NRGA algorithm. In this combination, a two-layer ranking method was presented based on the roulette wheel that randomly selected the new generation according to the best solutions. Compared with other multi-objective evolutionary algorithms, this algorithm can obtain a wider solution in the Pareto boundaries and more rapid convergence to optimal boundaries of Pareto. The basic difference between NRGA and NSGA-II lies in their selection strategies. In the selection based on the roulette wheel, at first, all the solutions in non-dominant boundaries are ranked so that the first boundary has the best solution among the populations. Then, if we have five non-dominant boundaries, the first boundary takes number 5, and the fifth boundary takes number 1. After ranking the boundaries, the solutions inside each boundary are ranked based on the congestion distance. After ranking the solutions in each boundary, the solution with the highest congestion distance takes the highest rank, and the solution with the lowest congestion distance takes the lowest rank. Thus, each solution has a two-layer rank. The first rank indicates the rank of the solution in non-dominant solution boundaries, and the second rank is the congestion distance-based rank inside the boundary.
In roulette wheel selection, between two different solutions in two different boundaries, the solution in the better rank boundary has more selection chance. Of two different solutions in a non-dominant boundary, the solution with more congestion distance has more selection chance.
Example
In this section, the validity of the two discussed algorithms is checked using a numerical example. Then after tuning the parameters of the algorithms, the solutions are categorized and presented.
We used the example of Fyffe et al. [41] with some changes. This example is a system with 14 series weighed-k-out-of-n sub-systems. The components in each sub-system have an active strategy. In each sub-system, more than one kind of components is available. All 
Table 2
Input parameters of the example. components are CFR type, so the component life is exponential. The system parameters such as components' weight, cost, failure rate, and so on are listed in Table 2 . The objectives of the example are maximizing the reliability of the system and minimizing the system costs after 100 h working. This example was solved with NSGA-II and NRGA algorithms. The initial input parameters are Npop ¼ 150; P c ¼ 0:65, and P m ¼ 0:05. The results for NSGA-II algorism for Pareto solution set are presented in Table 3 and displayed in Fig. 4 , and the results for NRGA algorithm for Pareto solution set are presented in Table 4 and displayed in Fig. 5 .
Parameter tuning
For tuning the parameters of two algorithms, we used the Response Surface Methodology (RSM). Three parameters in each algorithm are needed to be tuned. Each parameter is considered at three different levels. These values, as well as optimal parameter values for both algorithms, are presented in Table 5 .
The optimal parameter values for both algorithms are the same.
Computational results
After tuning the parameters of two algorithms, the example was solved again with the new parameters, and the results of the two algorithms are presented in Tables 6 and 7 .
To compare the results of two algorithms, for all common costs, the obtained reliability of two systems have been considered. The common costs of two systems are 40; 45; 51; 54; 57; 61; 63; 67; 74; 81; 92; 93; 94, and 96. Regarding all 14 common costs, the NRGA has yielded better solutions than NSGA-II and it means that for this problem, the NRGA algorithm is more powerful than NSGA-II.
The system components allocations are presented in Table 8 for a random common cost of 93.
For evaluation of the quality and dispersal of Pareto results, some different indexes are available. In this paper, two indexes are used:
Distance index
This index calculates the uniformity of the non-dominant results of each algorithm. This index is calculated as follows:
In Eq. (14), d i is the Euclidean distance between two consecutive results in optimal boundaries obtained from each algorithm and d is the mean of d i .
Dispersal index
This index indicates the dispersal of non-dominant results on the optimal boundaries of solutions. This index is calculated as follows: 
In this index, kx Table 9 .
According to Table 9 , the number of Pareto results for NRGA is more than that in NSGA-II. However, the dispersal and distance index for NSGA-II results are better (less than) than those in NRGA.
Discussion & conclusion
In this paper, we worked on a multi-objective RAP with weighted-kout-of-n sub-systems. The objective functions of our model were maximizing the system reliability and minimizing the system cost. We considered that the sub-systems configurations are weighted k-out-of-n. This type of configuration is applicable in many systems like water and hydro transition systems. We used the UGF approach and presented some new formulas for calculating weighted k-out-of-n reliability. Since RAP belongs to NP-hard class of problems, we used NSGA-II and NRGA algorithms to solve the presented problem and compared the results of these two algorithms.
We propose further studies in two different directions. The first direction deals with changing the components characteristics. For drawing this problem closer to real-world situations, we can consider uncertain or fuzzy parameter types for components failure rate. Also, we can consider more than one working state with different performance rate components. Considering components short and open-circuit failures as well as common cause failures, is a novel idea.
The second direction is about system characteristics. One can consider technical and organizational activities to reduce the system failure rate and cost. Table 7 The results for NRGA algorithm with tuned parameters. Table 8 The system components allocations for a random common cost of 93.
Number of sub-systems Types of components Number of sub-systems Types of components 
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